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1. Introduction 

Hank planning models should at least meet two requirements. 

Firstly, tbe multiperiod character of most banking activi-

ties should be considered. Secondly, one should allow for 

the uncertainty of future events. Lots of models have been 

constructed fulfilling these requirements. But only in a 

few models the problem of the underlying organizational 

structure of the bank has been incorporated. This must 

be criticized because the success of model Implementation 

depends upon how the formal planning model is embedded in 

the Organization. 

Within a hierarchical Organization the problem of decentral-

ized decisions arises together with the problem of coordin-

ating the decision units. Existing theoretical modeling 

approaches for banking assume that all decision variables 

are determined by one decision unit, i.e. the top management 

or the central office. This assumption is also made in the 
1 ) 2) 

case of branches ' or subsidiaries where more or less 

decentralization of decisions is tyjiical in reality. In 

these cases the constructors of such centralized planning 

models suppose that all relevant Information is trans

mitted to the central unit. Independent of the fact that 

such a communication causes immense costs or is technical-

ly impossible, it ignores the role of Motivation within 

organizations. Thus, there is a need for theoretical models 

which take into account the decentralization of decisions 

and their coordination. 

Tt is the aim of this paper to develop a model of multi

period bank planning under uncertainty in the case of 

decentralized decision units, especially bank branches. 

In the literature only parts of our problem have been 

treated. The first step in the development of bank planning-

models was the formal representation of institutional 

constraints arising in a multiperiod banking world. It can 
3 ) 

be stated that this step has been termina.ted successfully. 7 

1 ) See Sunderland ( 197*0. 
2) See Cohen and Lam (1979). 
3) See Meyer zu Selhausen (1977) as an example. 
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The inclusion of uncertainty has been discussed with re-

spect to methodo]ogical aspects^, rarely having led to 

applicable problem formulations^^. The coordination problem 

has been handled by several authors without having arrived 

at a formal decision model for the coordination of bank 

branches. But in the literature on capital budgeting of 

decentralized organizations there have been presented 

different approaches^4hich could be applied to the banking 

firm. In this context, the problem of coordination under 

uncertainty has been handled by Obel and Vander Weide^ 

recently; these authors formulate a one-period decompos-

ition model together with the possibility of multiple 

objectives within the Organization. 

In the following we apply the capital budgeting approaches 
8 ^ for decentralized organizations by Maier and Vander Weide' 

and by Obel and Vander Weide^lo the coordination of bank 

branches under uncertainty. Our model goes beyond their 

modele in the consideration of uncertainty by the two-

stage programming approach. The model also allows for a 

connection between payment variables and balance sheet 

variables, thus ending with planned financial statements 

of the whole bank and its branches. The explanation of the 

model will be followed by a discussion of application 

Problems. Finally, we present some numerical results as 

an exarnple. 

k) See Charnes and Thore (1966), Thore (1968), Bradley and 
Crane (1975)» and Booth and Dash (1979)« 

5) See the application by Bradley and Crane (1975). 
6) E.g. Carleton, Kendali, and Tandon (197*0» Morris (1975)» 

Maier and Vander Weide (197^)» and Rosenberg (1979). 
7) Obel and Vander Weide (1979). 
8) Mai er and Vander Weide (1976). 
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2, The Model 

2.1. Problem Structure 

The main subject of bank planning 1s the construction of 

future balance sheets, because in banking the activities 

are closely related to the balance sheet. But planning 

bank balance sheets does not imply that Service activities 

are excluded. These activities rather enter the profit 

and loss statements, and thus the balance sheets. For the 

sake of simplicity let us assume that the bank balance sheet 

contains the following positions. 

BALANCE SHEET 

ASSETS LIABILITTES 

CASH DEPOSITS 

SECURITIES BONDS 

LOANS EQUITY 

DECLARED DIVIDENDS 

Tn branch banksthere is a division of decisions so that 

some activities are planned by the central office only, 

especially the amounts of oash and securities and the 

bond issues. This is also true for decisions concerning 

equity and dividends. On the other side, loans and deposits 

can be planned by the branches and the central office. 

Without loss of generality we assume that decisions con

cerning; the latter dtems are made by the branches only. 

Activities which are not directly related to the balance 

sheet are excluded for the tnoment, that means these activi

ties are taken as exogenous variables. These activities 

could be converted to decision variables easily, but this 

conversion would not chan^e the model structure. 

The multiperiod planning problem is characterized by 

T periods of equal or unequal length, whereby we assume 

equal length without loss of generality. It is further 

supposed that the decisions are made at the beginning of 

each planning period implying corresponding payments at 

the beginning and possibly at the end of each period 

(t=1,2,...,T). Financial consequences of a decision can 
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go beyond T up to H (t=T+1 , . . . , 11) , the payments after T 

are discounted to T. 

Ifnce r'tal n ty is Laken Jnto account hy a troe stnicture of 

states of the nature, i.e. sequences of scenarios which 
9) 

may occur with known probabilities." Figure 1 shows an 

example of such a tree of states. Ve assume that the con-

sequences of a decision are independent of all other de

cisions. Dropping this assumption would result in a port-

folio-type problem which in turn would require the applic-

0 4 2 
Figure 1: Tree of states of the nature 

The firm is exposed to a lot of constraints some of them 

being established by the legal authorities, especially 

constraints with respect to reserves and capital adequacy. 

To maintain liquidity the bank sets up a payment constraint 

for each planning period and some further constraints which 

should indicate liquidity frora the bank's point of view. 

The latter constraints may be legal constraints, too. We 

assume that the bank requires a certain relationship bet-

ween securities and cash as a proxy for liquidity. Thus, 

liquidity _.is a problem of the central office. 

The objective of the bank is the maximization of the bank's 

net worth at the end of period T. This corresponds with the 

maximization of the so calle«J terminal value. Because there 

are several states of the nature it is assumed that the 

bank wants to maximize the expected terminal value at the 

end of period T. Under this objective, risk aversion can be 

taken into account by setting up constraints for the values 

of some risky decision variables. 

•clme 

9) See Laux (1971) for this approach. 



2.2. The Mathematical Model 

Following the coordination approach by Maier and Vander 

Weide we have different types of equations which can be 

classified and labelled: 

- equations of the optimization problems being solved 

by the central office (c) 

- equations of computations which are carried out after 

an optimization by the central office and which lead 

to budgets (B) and prices for the resources (p) 

- equations of the optimization problems being solved 

by the divisions, i.e. the branches (ü) 

- equations of computations which are carried out after 

an optimization by a d.ivision and which lead to 

coefficients for the objective function of the central 

office (E). 

All variables, coefficients, and constants are presented 

together with the oorresponding abbreviation in Appendix I. 

Though the planning process starts with divisional optimiz-

ations we at first discuss the optimization model of the 

central office because this model shows the overall struc

ture of the problem. 

The objective function contains the maximization of the 

expected terminal value at the end of period T. Xt con

tains the expected values of terminal wealth resulting 

from the branches and the central office. 

(CD 1 I E[WJ ] X 
4M je1 i 

f 2 ps. [SECn - E0NDSTS + 

The K branches have reported a set of proposals to the 

central office, whereby E [is the expected value 

of discounted cash-flows (discounted to T) reported as 

proposal q by branch k. These proposals ori^inate from 

all previous optimizations of the branches within the 

given decision problem. The number of proposals must not 

be equal for all branches. X is the unknown weight for 

proposal q which belongs to branch k. As (C2) shows, the 

weights must sum to one for each branch. 
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The second term in (C1) contains Investment in securities 

and cash a.t point T and bond issues at the same point of 

time. These decision variables show an index s for the 

state of the nature at T. The valües of the decision vari

ables are weighted with the probabilities p , where p 
—— Z—3 s 

is the unconditional probability that state s will occur. 

is the number of nodes of the state tree in T ( see 

Figure 1).„In contrary to normal capital budgeting models]^ 

the objective function allows for Investment in securities 

and cash though the return on cash is zero. This Variation 

comes from the necessity of holding reserves. 

(cz) 2 A, = i 

(C3. 1 ) and (C3.2) represent the payment restrictions for 

the beginning of all new activities in t=0 and all the 

following points of time up to T. The number of restrictions 

depends mainly upon the number of states of the nature S^ 

which will occur at point t. Thus, each state of the nature 

requires a special restriction.^ ̂  Because it is assumed 

that all consequences at point t=0 are known with certainty, 

(C3.1) consists of only one restriction. 

(CM> i L \+ • *™o, 

i CASHe1 - PAy£^ 01 

(uz) Z 2 m \ * Jff« -»m, 

1f \ 

f + Wt-trs- + ßmfi-r,s' 

Further'more PAY"k^tg is the amount of money that is demanded 

by branch k's proposal q for period t if State s will occur. 

To) See eTg. Welngartner (1963) and Hax(l96k). 
11) See Laux (1 97"') • 
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We assume - like other authors on capital budgeting pro

blems - that some Investments and credits mature after 

one period, in our case the securities and bonds of the 

state s at point t, where s* represents the State of the 

nature in period t-1 which is situated just before State s 

of period t. The lending and boritwing rates therefore 

depend upon the State of the nature, too( 1, and b, ). tsts' 

PAYEX^g stands for exogenous payments which result from 

former business activities of the bank or which are re

lated to preplanned future actione, e.g. issuing equity 

at point t if state s will occur. 

Taxes (TAX) and dividends (l)TV) are decision variables which 

will be defined in equations later. 

(c4) is a set of constraints concerning cash reserves. 

RES, . is the amount of reserves in period t and state s kqts 
if proposal q of branch k is admitted. RESEX^g represents 

exogenous reserve reqtiirements. 

(c^ 1 I ^ \ - CASt<ts 

4c^ ' f 

(C5.1 ) and (C$.2) consider capital adequaey by a relation-

ship between the equity at the beginning of the period 

(EQUITY -), equity demands by the branches (EQUI , ), 
t*"l j S rCCJ o S 

and exogenous equity demands of former Operations or 

of preplanned loans (EQUIEX, ). m is a factor which is 
12) numerically speeified by the supervising authority. ' 

(a" £ 08 V \ - »'«.< 

<cs» l h \ - - »"V 

€Ösm{% ,r; •?(.) 

12)In Germany the value of this factor is 18, 
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(C6) contains a strajbegic coefficient z which is specified 

by the bank in order to maintain liquidity. 

(CC) ^ CAStf(f i 0 (t'0,1, •••, T; 

(C7. 1 ) and (C7.2) are equations defining the equity which 

can be changed by exogenous issues of new equity (NEWEQ ) 

and by the part,r jof^earnings after taxes (EAT^g) which 

is retained by the bank. 

(a-A) miTy. - esiutry - r•' ar 

= Näüe5is ^j 

(Ciz) miryo = mny0 

(C8.1) and (CR.2) represent equations defining the divi-

dends. 

(C8.1) MVis - (4-r) EA7^s = 0 ({--1I,.,IT) 

s*'1i • - At ) 

(ctz) MVC1 -

(C9) is a set of definitions for the taxes, T* being ex-

plained in Appendix II. 

(C9) T/\y - y*E/\T = 0 

Finally, there is a set of definition equations for the 

earnings after tax:es. These equations include profit __ .V — —-— 
contributions from the branches (PROF ),from the deci-_ - ~ KqTS 
siön variables of the central office, and from exogenous 

profit sources. 
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Besides equations (Cl) up to (01o) there are the usual 

nonnegativity constraints for all decision variables. 

The approach by Maier and Vander Weide is a mixed decompo-

sition. approach because the central office sends down 

budgets (B) and shadow prices (p) to the branches. Each 

time the central planning problem (c) has been solved, 

the central office computes the following budget restrict-

ions for branch k in state s of period t, thereby using 
\ ̂  the optimal values A, as weights. ^ - • — ..... JkCQ 

For all k=1,...,K, t=0,1,...,T, and s=1,...,S^: 

(ßi) PAYLIM = Z. PfiY, , 
fets <k jis *<) 

(sz) muMit = Z &s 

kP 4 

(BS) FSUIUM^ = ^ 

The central office also determines the shadow prices for 

the possibly scarce "resources" in state s of period t. 

The prices concerning (Cß), (C5), and (c6) are 

The prices concerning (C10) are ^ . 

in) 
Finally, the best proposal, transmitted so far to the cen

tral office by branch k, contributes to the value of 
13) 

the objective function of the central office: 

13)See Maier and Vander Weide (1976). 
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(pjj 6^ = f, k) 

As we sha.1.1 see, the values from (D) and (p) will be used 

when the branches solve their special optimization problems, 

For all k=1,...,K and for a given Iteration (q) within the 

communication between the central office and branch k^ the 

following problem must be solved. 

L J 

T Ä 

** "V 

- JI, * «v +M4 *v 

- - wx / 

(Dl) represents the objective function of branch k which 

maximizes the expected value of the terminal value caused 

by this branch. The objective function contains thjcjee 

parts. Firstly, some of the decision variables belong to 

branch k, representing the number of project units 

which shall be executed by this branch. The outlays which 

are connected with the rea.l.ization of one monetary unit 

of X. are a. for state s in period t. Tf a. represents 1 lt S 11 S 
a receipt the value of a^ ^ will be Ae&ative. A loan thus 

has a positive value of at the beginning and negative 

values in the following periods, for deposits vice versa. 

The discounted cash-flow of all payments after T, being 

discounted to T, is The first part of the objective 

function therefore consists of the present value at T of 

all payments after T. 

Secondly, a branch is charged for the use of central re-

sources by the prices transmitted from the central office. 

For instance, ßis* "^kqts the amount of opportunity 
costs which are caused by the reserve requirements. 
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Thirdly, Cf - which is independent of the division's de

cisions at this moment - is a constant which equals the 

so far best value of a proposal made by this divisions in 

earlier iterations. therefore acts as a treshold for 

new proposals that should be transmitted to the central 

off ice. 

(D2), (D3), (Dk), and (D5) are sets of definitions for 

the aggregated variables PA.Y" t URS , RQTJI , and KC| "t S KC]t S J.C C[ S 
respectively.These equations in the best way 

explain the underlying concept of decentralized decisions. 

S/hile the branches may have a lot of decision alternatives 

X , they only report the aggregated values of their planned 

decisions to the central office. This procedure creates 

some autonomy for each branch, especially if one remembers 

the actual changes when decisions are executed. 

ßz) ^ « 

m 

US i 
y. - PAY =0 

±6jte 1 

rcti K 

iel 

= 0 

1 _E&V" 

S'f 

(D5) X Cc(s h ' '9 (^V",r's=V-/4) 

(Dö) , (D7) , (D8), and (l)9) represent constraints caused 

by the market or by risk considerations Jsee (D6)J and 

constraints set up by the central office in the previous 

Iteration of its optimization problem. Thus, ""budget" re-

strictions exist for deposits - which require reserves -

and for loans - which require adequate equity - beside 

the usual budgets found ir the 1iterature on capital budget

ing. 
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(Dfc) V( - X; 

(W) 

(t«0,<, .. T) 

yj ^ j j^,...^) 

(W BQ[)I ± EUUltltl 
fctjii i:{$ 

Vhile we demand for nonnepativity of the most decision 

variables: 

%, ®v,48V 2 0 ' 

some decision variables - i.e. PAY, , and PROF, , -kqts kqts 
are unrestricted in sign. 

After having solved the problem (D),a branch computes 

the expected value of the discounted cash-flows after T, 
* / \ thereby the optimal decision variables X^ from (D) are 

used: i 

4 

yEu el»crt,T]- Z-g,f n-(->ln) X" 
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2.3. The Decomposition Algorithm 

The decomposition algorithm by Maier and Vander Weide 

has been impleraented on a PDP 10 at the Computing center 

of the University of Kiel^^P The file Organization was 

constructed under the requirement that Information storage, 

communications and computations should be analogous to 

reality. That means there are some informations at the 

central office, some other informations at the branches. 

The messages from the branches to the central Offices and 

vice versa are documented. Thus, one can easily follow 

the decomposition algorithm by looking at the inputs and 

Outputs of a numerical example which is presented in 

Appendix III. 

At the beginning each branch solves the problems (Dl) to 

(D6) and (Dl) to (D9), the latter problem being only solved 

if the first problem leads to a positive value of the ob

jective function. The aggregated values of the decision 

variables in (D2) to (D5) are reported to the central office 

together with the value from (El). The central office 

then solves its problem (c) and computes limits for the 

budgets (B). These limits are sent to the branches together 

with the opportunity costs (P). These messages are used by 

the branches which try to find a better Solution for (D) 

under the budgets and opportunity costs received. The algo

rithm terminates when no division is able to transmit a 

new proposal.Experiments show that the algorithm con-

verges quickly. Nevertheless it can be useful to terminate 

the algorithm after having compared the value of the ob-
17) /jective function with an Upper bound. 

Postoptimal ana.lyses can show the depedencies of the oppor

tun iy costs on parameter changes. This is of special im-

portance if one should try to apply the model in a real 

s i tuation. 

14) Maier and Vander Weide (197^). 
15) Thanks are clue to G. Dählmann for Programming. 
16) Maier and Vander Weide (ü9?6). 
17) See ibid. 
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2.4. Organization of the rianning Proceas 

Concerning the Organization of the planning process, two 

Problems arise. A first question touches the role of the 

branches within the decision processes, a second problem 

is the forming of the multiperiod planning process under 

uncertainty. 

Though the branches do not report their detailed programs 

to the central office, their autonomy concerning decisions 

is limited. They should realize their proposals according 

to the optimal fractions, computed by the central office. 

In practice, some more autonomy can be attained by the 

fact that the decisions are made during the whole period, 

not only at one point of the time. Because it is not uise-

ful or generally impossible to run a decomposition algo-

rithm every day, the solutions of a certain coordination 

run must be valid through the first period. In this case 

the "budgets" and opportunity costs are the guidelines 
1 H1 for the daily decisions of the branches. ' ' Thus, in 

reality the autonomy of the branches is greater than the 

rnodel implies. 

Taking ;into account the uncertainty by the two-stage pro-

(^rammin.g approach seems to be adequate if the violation 
19) of constraints must be considered explicitly. ' This 

argumerit holds for banlcs, especially. But it is another 

question vKether the conditional plans - resulting from 

the optimal Solution - will be realized. In reality, only 

the decisions for point t=0 will be executed. At the end 

of the first period a new multiperiod problem under un

certainty will be solved, thus leading to possibly new 

decisions for t=1. Though it seems that one could forgo 

the uncertainty approach, the proposed method has the 

advantage that decisions of today are based upon the 

different scarciti es in djfferent possible states of 

the nature: The opportunity costs of 8 constraint may 

be unequal for the states of the same period. 

Iß) See the opportunity costs approach by Slevogt (1972). 
19) See the discussion by Hogan, Morris, and Thompson (1981% 
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2.5. Variations and Extensions of the Model 

A. siinplified Version of the model is reached if the 

assumption of uncertainty is dropped.Such a model under 

certainty drasticly reduces the sizes of the optimization 

problems for the central office and for the branches as 

well. This means that one can have more branches or periods. 

Furthermore the model does not consider loss situations of 
20) 

the whole bank - while inequalities between the branches ' 

may exist. It has been handled elsewhere how loss situations 
21) can be portrayed. ' 

Extensions of the model may be necessary with respect to 

large-scale credits. Such decision alternatives may cause 

decisions by the central office, especially if there 

exist special constraints for such loans. In this case 

loans can be decision alternatives of the master program 

or of a fictitious ddvision as well. 

Finally it sould be pointed out that the model is able to 

assist the planning of branches, their locations and ,their 

putting together. 

3. Conclusion 

Most of the bank planning models assume centralized de

cisions. This assumption ignores the costs of communication 

and the importance of motivation. Therefore a model was 

developed which incorporates some autonomy of bank 

branches. It has been demonstrated that such a model 

can coAsider necessary institutional conditions of banking 

and that the used algorithm can be implemented success-

fully. The results of such a model give hints for the 

branches how they should act in order to achieve the overall 

objectives of the bank. 

20) See Merl (1973) for different possibilities. 
21) See Schmidt (1976). 
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APPEND'l X 1 ; Li st o f Symbols 

BONDS bond issue by the central office 

CASH cash Investments by the central office 

CON exogenous contributions to profit 

DCF present value - discounted to point T - of all 

decision alternatives transmitted by a branch, the 

present value containing only payments after T 

Dl V dividends 

DIV exogenous dividends 

E expected value operator 

EAT earnings after taxes from the decision variables 

EBT earnings before taxes from the decision variables 

EQTJT use of the equity constraint by a branch 

EQUIEX exogenous use of the equity constraint (neg, value) 

EQUILIM upper limit for the use of the equity constraint 

by a branch 

EQUITY book value of equity 

EQUITY equity at the beginning 

H planning horizon 

K number of branches 

NE'v'EQ exogenous equity changes 

PAY net payments which are caused by a proposal of 

a branch 

PAYEX exogenous liquidity sources 

PAYLIM upper limit for the use of the payment constraint 

by a branch 

PROF net profit contribution of a branch, containing 

only profits which are dependent on the decisions 

of the branch 

PROFEX negative value of exogenous profit sources 

RES reserve requirements with respect to the trans

mitted proposal of a branch 

RESEX negative value of exogeous reserve requirements 

RESLIM upper limit for the use of the reserve constraint 

by a branch 

S number of states of the nature 

SEC Investment in securities by the central office 

T numbor of planning periods 

TAX taxes 

Z set of alternatives or proposals 
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a outlay of a decision alternative of a branch 

( receipts are taken negative) 

b interest to be paid on bonds 

c profit contribution of a decision alternative 

of a branch 

d negative present value of a decision alternative 

of a branch, after the planning period T and dis-

counted to point T 

e use of the equity constraint by a decision alter

native of a branch 

i index for decision alternatives of the branches 

k index for the branches 

1 interest earned on secur.it.ies 

m maximum value for the required relationship bet-

ween loans and equity 

p unconditional probability that a State of the 

nature will occur 

q index for iterations of the decomposition algo

rithm 

r use of the reserve requirement constraint 

by a decision alternative of a branch 

r retained earnings as a pa.rt of earnings after 

taxes 

s index, for the states of the nature 

s the state of the nature just before a certain 

state of the nature 

t index for the time periods 

z Strategie coefficient for l.iquidity 

od shadow price concerning the payment constraint 

ß shadow price concerning the reserve constraint 

g, shadow price concerning the equity constraint 

£ value of the dual variable for the profit re-

striction 

\ decision variable for- the fraction of acceptance 

whidh is assigned to a proposal by the central 

office 

<0 value of the best proposal transmitted so far 

to the central office 

3** taxes as a part of earnings after taxes 

earnings before taxes divided by earnings after 

taxes 
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APPEN1 DTX II: Relationships between Taxes, Dividends, anc 

Earnings 

(41) EET +• CON = 6AT + TAX 

(Ai) ÖIV ^(/1-T) E(\T 

(to) TAX - %•( ETAT"- üivj f ^ w 

(M TAX - [tj-r f %$-?)] -&T -- r'-EAT 

(As; EGT = [4++ lÜ-ril-aT -CÖiü 

- T**' EAT - CON 

APPENDIX III: Numerical Example 

This appendix will be presented at the meeting 

separately. 


